JÉRÉMY VANNEREAU (ACCORDION - BANDONION)
14 years of musical career

Began his musical studies in accordion with Denis Croisonnier,
and then continued at the Institut André Thépaz where he
perfected for more than 12 years. He participated in workshops
and master classes with masters like Alexander Skliarov, Claude
Thomain, Sacha Schmikov, Jean-Louis Matignier, Pablo Rellez,
William Sabatier, Marcel Azzola ...
At the age of 11 years, he was selected by Maurice Larcange to be part of the young
prodigies’ team. He will meet, among others, Eric Bouvel, Domi Emorine, Sandra J,
Aurélien Noël, J.M Sonnerat ... with whom he will participate in numerous TV
recordings, (Pascal Sevran: France2, Michel Drucker: TF1, Michel Pruvot: France3,
JR Chappelet: TV8 MTB ...), many Radio and Video recordings, in addition to several
CD compilations and galas in major Halls in France (Zénith, Opera, Palais des
Congrès, Baltar Pavilion ...).
In 1992, he was one of the youngest accordionists to perform at the opening ceremony
of the Winter Olympics in Albertville. He pursues his studies at the Conservatories of
Chambéry and Marseille, in writing classes. He won numerous awards, with
congratulations of the Jury, at various competitions in the higher categories: UFFA
(Union Fédérale Française de l’Accordéon), the Marcel Azzola price and the F.A.I.V.
(Franceurope Accordéon Instrument à Vent).
A few years later (1996), he falls in love with the bandonéon and begins learning it. He
meets and works with several Argentinean artists; with whom he will learn the secrets
of the tango style. He rapidly joins several tango orchestras in which he often plays
solo parts such as “Los BANDONEONES" the greatest tango orchestra in Europe with
which he will tour for over 5 years and record several CDs.
In 12 years he has performed with numerous orchestras and Tango groups such as the
String Quartet of the Suisse Romonde Orchestra, the Ukrainian Chamber Orchestra and
the BA Chamber Orchestra, in addition to his performances in Germany, Italy, Spain,
Slovakia, Morocco, Egypt, Ukraine, Switzerland, USA, Belgium, Denmark, Poland,
Algeria, Great Britain and others...
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